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The main goal of the final year project was to develop a full-stack food application based on 
JavaScript. The idea of using only one programming language on both the client and the 
server has many advantages. It helps software developers to reuse components and re-
sources.  
 
The application was built using React in the front-end development and Firebase, Node.js 
and Express in the back-end development. Node.js is the most popular JavaScript runtime 
environment at the moment and has no competitors that have as much as 10% of Node.js’s 
community. Firebase was used as a database for the application and Express was used to 
build the server. On the front-end, React.js was used along with Redux for state manage-
ment. 
 
After three months of the first development phase, the application could provide basic fea-
tures such as choosing a restaurant and showing directions. The application was tested by 
a small number of real users and their feedback was positive. Based on the feedback col-
lected, the application could move on to the next stage to get more features.  
 
The project can be perceived as a success because through this project, the web develop-
ment team achieved all the initial objectives, which included developing a working applica-
tion for food lovers and trying to meet specific technical and performance goals.  
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API Application Program Interface 
CSS Cascading Style Sheets 
DOM Document Object Model 
NPM Node Package Manager 
HTML Hypertext Markup Language    
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JSON JavaScript Object Notation 
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1 Introduction 
Since the first website was published in 1991, web development technology has grown 
tremendously and overcome huge obstacles. Current websites have evolved far beyond 
the first website, which had nothing except a little text and some links (Shontell 2011). 
This development has required web technology to expand exponentially to make modern 
websites load faster, be mobile-friendly, and provide easy and simple user experience. 
In general, web technology is used to improve the appearance and behavior of websites.   
To meet the criteria set for modern websites, the combination of HTML (Hypertext 
Markup Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and JS (JavaScript) which was com-
mon in the past is no longer adequate. Web developers now enjoy the emergence of 
sophisticated and time-nested stacks, such as MERN, to deliver rich user experience. 
The MERN stack comprises of four main web development technologies: MongoDB for 
data storage, Express for routing, React for the frontend and Node for the service layer. 
In the final year project discussed in the thesis, the styling of the website has support 
from CSS while data management and user authentication utilize the help of Firebase 
instead of MongoDB. In the limited scope of this thesis, only four main technologies as 
well as their relevant supporting libraries are discussed and explained thoroughly. 
The primary goal of this final year project was to develop a food application for a startup. 
The application aims to help food lovers decide where to eat because the huge number 
of restaurants and the diverse cuisine they provide may make the decision annoying and 
time consuming. By providing a more comprehensive user experience and a new mar-
keting strategy, the company hopes that this brand-new application can compete with 
other famous established food applications such as Resq, Wolt or Foodora. This goal 
required the web development team of Kunam Oy, the company commissioned to de-
velop the application, to build a competitive application while keeping its budget at the 
minimum level due to the fact that startups usually cannot keep the flow of investment 
money for a long time. Therefore, the choice of the technology used in this project relied 
heavily on open-source software. 
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The thesis first explains the technology used to build the application, mostly each com-
ponent of the MERN stack, except for Firebase replacing MongoDB. Then it provides a 
closer look into the deployment of the application.  
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2 Full stack JavaScript 
2.1 Introduction to JavaScript 
JS powers almost the entire Internet because it is one of the trendiest programming lan-
guages in the world right now. Its popularity is growing more rapidly than that of any 
programming languages at the moment and multinational conglomerates such as 
Walmart, Netflix and PayPal build their entire applications around JS.  
At the beginning, JS was solely utilized inside browsers to create interactive web pages. 
When it first appeared in 1995, it was referred to as a toy language. Since then JS has 
grown thanks to its enormous community support and investment by leading technology 
firms such as Google and Facebook. (Haverbeke 2018.) Nowadays, JS allows building 
fully developed web or mobile applications as well as video streaming services com-
mand-line tools and real-time networking applications such as chats or even games.  
JS was initially designed to work solely in browsers, so every browser has a JS engine 
to execute JS code. For example, the JS engines in Firefox and Chrome are SpiderMon-
key and v8 respectively. For the front-end web development, it allows having functional-
ities such as dragging and dropping, handling events when clicking. (Haverbeke 2018.) 
Starting from 2009, JS can also run with Node outside of a browser. This invention let  
JS code be passed to Node for execution to build backend for the web and mobile appli-
cations (Haverbeke 2018). JS on the backend can access the database, manipulate data 
and send that back to the front-end though an API.    
While ECMAScript is just a specification, JS is a programming language that confirms to 
this specification. An organization called ECMA is responsible for defining standards and 
managing ECMAScript specification. The first version ECMAScript was released in 1997. 
Then starting from 2015, ECMA has been working on annual releases of a newest spec-
ification. In 2015, they released ES2015 also known as ES6. This specification defines 
many new features for JS. (Balter 2019.) 
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2.2 Advantages of full stack JavaScript 
The first advantage of building the entire application in JS is the fact that using a common 
language allows the web development team of Kunam Oy to understand the source code 
better. A common language erases the gap between the front-end and back-end team. 
Therefore, the development team can be combined into one instead of two, which lowers 
the cost and reduces the effort of maintaining the team. In addition, using the same lan-
guage helps to save time through code reusing and sharing. The same utility such as 
libraries, templates or models can be used on the server and browser. Decreasing the 
number of lines of code is a great asset in terms of maintaining and refactoring the source 
code. (Bush 2016.) 
Another advantage of utilizing JS is its popularity and wide usage. Looking for an expe-
rienced JS developer is relatively easy thanks to its huge number of followers. The 2019 
Stack Overflow annual survey indicates JS is the most dominant programming language 
as 67.8 percent of all the respondents use it, which is equivalent to 23,000 developers 
on this website alone. Considering the fact that Stack Overflow users account for only 
0.4 percent of over 20 million developers in the world, it is estimated that there should 
be over 10 million JS developers. (Stack Overflow 2019.) 
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Figure 1. Most commonly used programming languages according to Stack Overflow 
users. Modified from Stack Overflow (2019). 
Because of its powerful and evolving community, JS can provide an extensive knowledge 
base and high active community support. Its free and open source development tools 
are among the largest in the world, which means that JS projects do not need expensive 
licenses and subscriptions.  
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3 Firebase 
3.1 Introduction to Firebase 
In April 2012, Firebase, Inc., launched the beta version of Firebase called the Firebase 
Realtime Database. It was an API that synchronized data from Android, iOS or Web 
applications and stored it to Firebase’s cloud. One notable feature was that it helped 
software engineers to collaborate in building real-time applications. After the beta launch, 
Firebase secured important investments to develop two more products in 2014, Firebase 
Hosting and Firebase Authentication. These products cemented the company’s position 
as a mobile backend as a service. Seeing its potential growth, Google acquired the com-
pany in 2014. (Houssem 2017.) 
Starting from 2016, Firebase has been marketed by Google as a way to generate income 
for application developers. Earlier in 2006, Google released AdMob, a mobile advertising 
platform. The combination of Firebase and AdMob provides more revenue from in-app 
advertisements, user experience improvement, fast scaling and monetization reports. 
However, Firebase is designed not only for mobile application developers to earn in-
come. It can be used for other purposes, notably free services such as Cloud Messaging, 
Remote Config or Crash Reporting. (Google n.d.)  
3.2 Notable features 
3.2.1 Firebase Authentication  
Nowadays, many web or mobile applications allow only authorized users to access their 
services to secure their data and identify users. For example, some Google applications 
require an account and password to log in. Because of third-party authentication APIs, 
the authentication process is getting even more complicated (Smyth 2017). Firebase was 
created with the goal of simplifying the authentication process by providing a convenient 
API which allowed users to log in from federated providers such as Facebook, Google, 
GitHub, Twitter etc. If Firebase is already manipulated by developers, the sign-in process 
does not need to be repeated as it is integrated with these providers (Moroney 2017). 
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Some standard functionalities such as finding a forgotten password are supported by 
Firebase. In addition, it also supports Smart Lock that allows credentials to be automat-
ically saved to sign in. 
3.2.2 Real-time database 
Although the real-time database is a simple feature using an API, it is the main product 
of Firebase by overcoming the real-time obstacle of providing a reliable database sys-
tem. By synchronizing new data as JSON in all platforms, Firebase creates one real-time 
database instance and notifies all connected devices to update the newest information 
and share the update to one another in milliseconds. When a device goes offline or a 
user loses their connection, data remains available on Firebase Realtime Database SDK 
servers and changes are stored into the local cache. In this way, when the device is 
connected again, it can update all the changes made during the offline period automati-
cally. Allowing access to data from multiple devices imposes a huge risk of security. 
Accessibility and validation of data are defined and secured by Firebase Realtime Data-
base Rules that is activated whenever the data is read or modified. The security rules 
are securely stored alongside the real-time database in the servers of Firebase. It is 
advisable to define user access hierarchy and structure it in Firebase. (Google 2019.) 
No application server and no server maintenance or operations are required when using 
Firebase Realtime Database. It can be accessed easily from all common platforms with 
only a few lines of code because it is hosted in the cloud. This feature lets developers 
create good user experience without sacrificing the application’s responsiveness. 
Implementing Firebase Realtime Database can be done through a few steps. First, the 
application needs to be integrated with the Firebase Realtime Database SDKs. All clients 
will be quickly included through Cocoa Pods or Gradle. The next step is to reference 
JSON data to set data to create Realtime Database References. These references can 
be used to write data or listen out for changes. Finally, Offline Persistence and Firebase 
Realtime Database Security rules are enabled to provide security and offline availability. 
(Google 2020.) 
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3.2.3 Cloud storage 
Storing data in the cloud benefits users by many useful features such as sharing data for 
in-app collaboration or accessing data from multiple devices. Normally, building cloud 
storage is not an easy task because many servers need to be set up to host the data 
and be kept running constantly. Dealing with networking issues, scalability and offline 
availability is time-consuming. Firebase eases this tedious task by offering Cloud Fire-
store.  
Cloud Firestore has powerful querying and fetching capabilities that let developers struc-
ture their data in a sensible way. It is also completely up to developers to request and 
fetch data manually or let Cloud Firestore automatically fetch changes from the database 
in near real time. Users of Cloud Firestore also get Google Cloud Platform’s powerful 
database infrastructure with features such as multiregional data replication for extra reli-
ability, strong consistency and multi document transactions. (Google 2019.)  
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4 Express 
4.1 Introduction to Express.js 
Various frameworks exist for building web applications and web servers on top of Node 
such as Koa.js and Happy.js. The most popular one is Express with over 10 million 
weekly downloads. Express.js or simply Express is a minimal, unopinionated and flexible 
framework to build web applications based on the Node eco system (npm, Inc. n.d.). 
Thanks to its advantages over other frameworks and popularity, Express has been 
claimed the indisputable standard server software for Node.js (Hahn 2016). Working only 
as a thin layer above base level web features of Node.js, Express helps to create single-
page, multi-page, and hybrid applications. The same back-end logic can be applied in 
plain Node but working with Express gives higher securities and shorter lines of code 
making applications run faster and providing more access to third-party plugins.   
In 2010, the first version of Express.js was created and released to GitHub by a prolific 
open source contributor named TJ Holowaychuk. Four years later in 2014, the ownership 
of Express was transferred from Holowaychuk to StrongLoop, an American startup with 
a strong foundation on Node.js (StrongLoop n.d.). IBM then bought StrongLoop in 2016 
and put the Express project under the Node.js Foundation Incubator Program to maintain 
its stability and further enhance its competitiveness. (Krill 2016.) 
4.2 Middleware 
One of the core concepts in Express is middleware or the middleware function. On 
runtime, when a request is received on the server, it will go through a request processing 
pipeline. This pipeline includes one or more middleware function(s).  Each middleware 
function either terminates the request-response cycle by returning a response object to 
the client or passes its control to another middleware function. In Express, every route 
function is technically a middleware function because it takes a request object and re-
turns a response to the client. Express includes a few built-in middleware functions. Cus-
tom middleware functions can also be created at the front of the request processing 
pipeline. (npm, Inc. n.d.) 
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One of Express’s built-in middleware is the JSON() middleware. It reads a request and 
if there is a JSON object in the body of a request, it will parse the body into a JSON 
object and then it will set the req.body property. Another similar middleware function is 
called urlencoded() . When this function is called, it will return a middleware function to 
parse incoming requests with URL encoded page load. static() is a built-in middleware 
commonly used to serve static contents. All the static assets such as CSS, images, re-
adme text file, etc. are put inside a folder and this folder is later passed into the static() 
function. The name of the folder is not necessarily included in the URL because the static 
files are served from the root of the site. (npm, Inc. n.d.) 
A list of useful third-party middleware can be found on the Express.js’ official website. 
Among them, Helmet will help secure the application by setting many HTTP readers.  
Morgan is another helpful middleware to help log HTTP requests. When Morgan is in-
stalled, it will be logged to console whenever there is a request to the server. The form 
in which a request is logged and the place where it is returned can also be easily config-
ured with Morgan. Adding Morgan to the working features will impact the request pro-
cessing pipeline, so its usage in production should be done with caution. (StrongLoop, 
IBM 2017.) 
4.3 Templating engines 
When there is a need to return HTML markups to the client, various templating engines 
can be used with Express such as Pug, Mustache and EJS. Each templating engine has 
a different syntax when generating a dynamic HTML and returning it to the client. In this 
final year project, Pug was chosen because of its widespread use and cleaner syntax 
than that of regular HTML. There is an example below of using Pug to define a template 
without using opening and closing elements. 
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Figure 2. An example of defining a template by Pug. 
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5 React 
5.1 Introduction to React 
React is a library based on JS and it is used to build fast and interactive UIs. It was 
initially developed by an employee of Facebook named Jordan Walke in 2011. At that 
time, Facebook Ads Org oversaw building client-side applications with the traditional 
MVC model, two-way data binding and templates. These applications were built by a 
simple logic: views would listen out for changes on the models and then respond to the 
changes by updating themselves manually. However, as the number of features in-
creased, the applications became more complicated, ran slower, and required more peo-
ple to maintain them as a result. Later, the engineer team of Facebook realized that even 
a small change deep in the structure of one application could cause the whole application 
to re-render. Internal cascading updates slowed down the team and wasted a lot of their 
work because engineers could not keep track of all the changes and reasons why they 
happened. The React team attempted to solve this problem by embedding HTML inside 
JS. Under the hood, they introduced XHP into the PHP stack. It took a piece of code 
such as small XML fragments inside PHP code and turned these declarations into func-
tion calls. One of the most important benefits of this approach was that it prevented cross-
site scripting attacks. In addition, XHP allowed software developers to create composite 
components. These components not only sent out markup necessary to render a view 
but also all style, presentation information and JS code needed. It meant that React 
wrapped an imperative mutation of API with a declarative one that favors immutability. 
This approach made the code predictable by allowing developers to understand all the 
possible states of any component when opening a JS file containing that component. 
This powerful feature of React made its applications more reliable and maintainable and 
increased its popularity.  (Occhino 2015.)  
Currently React.js is among the most widely used JS libraries for building UIs. As shown 
in the figure below, the number of React downloads in the last 6 months stably has tripled 
the total amount of downloads of all other popular frameworks such as Angular and Vue 
(npm trends website 2020). 
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Figure 3. Number of downloads of some popular front-end frameworks. Modified from 
the npm trends website (2020). 
5.2 Outstanding features  
5.2.1 Components 
At the core of all React applications are components. Simply speaking, a component can 
be understood as a piece of UI. To build an application with React means to build several 
independent, isolated and reusable components and then compose them to build com-
plex interfaces. Every React application consists of at the minimum one root component 
called App.js. This component acts in place of the whole application and includes all 
other child components, meaning that every React application can be understood as a 
tree of components. This tree component concept can also be found in other popular 
frameworks such as Angular 2 or higher. In terms of implementation, a component is 
usually built as a JS class that has some states and a render() method. The state here 
is the data that will be displayed when the component is rendered. The render() method 
is in charge of describing what the UI should look like. (Facebook, Inc. 2020a.) 
Inside React.js, components are mostly declared by class-based components, known 
also as stateful components or container/smart components, because they hold values 
through their state and pass data to child components via props. However, when a com-
ponent has only one single method and no other helper methods, event handlers and no 
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state, a function can be used to declare the component. They are called stateless func-
tional components or presentation/dumb components.  
 
Figure 4. An example of a stateful component 
Figure 4 shows a stateful component called ‘Parent’. Parent has its own state defined 
in the constructor to hold its internal values and props to pass data to its children. In 
contrast, figure 5 shows the BooksList component that has only one method and no 
state or props. Bookslist can be defined as a stateless component.
 
Figure 5. An example of a stateless component 
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While stateful components observe changing data, stateless components always render 
the same thing or whatever delivered to them via props. Stateful components are used 
when data changes dynamically. A user’s list of favorite movies or scoreboards serves 
as an example of this. The tree component can be structured to have one parent com-
ponent to keep track of all data and pass data to its children stateless components.  
State is a special property of the React components. It is an object that includes any data 
that a component needs. The method setState() is used to tell React that the state of a 
component is going to change.  React then schedules an asynchronous call to the ren-
der() method to return a new React element. In virtual DOM, React will inspect the old 
and the new component tree to determine what elements in the virtual DOM are modified. 
It will reach out to the real browser DOM and update the corresponding changes to match 
what is inside the virtual DOM. Only modified components are updated in the DOM. 
(Facebook, Inc. 2020b.) 
Every React component has a property called props. Props is basically a plain JS object 
that includes all the attributes set in a component. When passing something between the 
opening and the closing tag of an element, it automatically creates children props in 
props. Children are special props and are essentially React elements. (Facebook, Inc. 
2020a.) 
The difference between props and state can be confusing for React beginners. Props 
include data that is given to a component while state includes data that is local or private 
to that component. Other components cannot access that state. The state is completely 
internal to the component. In addition, props are read-only. Because React will not allow 
any change to any property of the props object, input to a component cannot be changed 
inside the component. If input needs to be modified during the life cycle of the compo-
nent, it is necessary to get that input and put in the state. (Facebook, Inc. 2020a.) 
5.2.2 Virtual DOM 
This render() method produces a React.js element that is a simple plain JS object that 
maps with a DOM element. It is not a real DOM element, just a plain JS object, that acts 
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as a representative for that DOM Element in memory. In that way, React keeps a light-
weight version of the DOM in memory which is also referred to as Virtual DOM. 
(Facebook, Inc. 2020c.) 
Unlike the browser or the real DOM, Virtual DOM is cheaper to generate. When a state 
of any component is changed, a new React element is generated. React.js then makes 
a comparison between this element and all of its children to the previous ones. It realizes 
what has been changed and updates only a part of the real DOM to keep the real DOM 
in sync with the virtual DOM. This means that when building an application with React, 
programmers can avoid dealing with the DOM API in browsers, unlike vanilla JS or 
jQuery. Programmers just need to simply modify the state of a component and React will 
automatically update the DOM to match that state. This is the reason why this library is 
called React, because when the state is changed, React will react to the state changes 
and update the DOM. (Facebook, Inc. 2020c.) 
5.2.3 Lifecycle methods 
Components in React go through a few phases in their lifecycles. There are a few special 
methods that can be added to a component and react will automatically call these meth-
ods. These methods are referred to as lifecycle hooks. They allow programmers to hook 
into certain moments during its lifecycle and do something. The lifecycle methods of Re-
act could be divided into three groups in accordance with the three phases of a compo-
nent’s lifecycle as the diagram below shows. 
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Figure 6. The life cycle of a React component (Codevoila n.d.). 
The first phase is the mounting phase when an instance of a component is created and 
inserted into the DOM. In the mounting phase, there are three lifecycle methods. React 
will call these methods in order. Render() is called when a component is rendered, which 
returns a React element, which represents the virtual DOM. After that React gets virtual 
DOM and renders it in the actual browser DOM. When a component is rendered, all its 
children will be rendered recursively. componentDidMount() is called after a component 
is rendered into the DOM, and it is a perfect place to get AJAX called to get data from 
the server. When a component is mounted, the component is in the DOM. (Facebook, 
Inc. 2020b.) 
The update phase is next when the props or the state of a component is changed. In this 
phase, two lifecycle hooks, render() and componentDidUpdate, are mostly used. Chang-
ing the state of a component or giving it new props will schedule a call to the render() 
method so the application is going to be rendered, which means all its children are going 
to be rendered as well. The entire component tree being rendered does not mean the 
entire DOM is updated. When a component is rendered, a React element is returned, 
updating the virtual DOM. React will then look at the virtual DOM. It also has a copy of 
all virtual DOMs. That is why the state should not be updated directly, so that there can 
be two different object references in memory. We have the old virtual DOM and the new 
virtual DOM. Now React will determine what is changed. Based on that it will update the 
real DOM accordingly. componentDidUpdate() is called after a component is updated, 
which means there is new state or new props, so programmers can compare the new 
state to the old state and new props to the old props. Furthermore, if there is a change, 
programmers can get an Ajax request to get new data from the server. If there is no 
change, there will be no Ajax request. This is an optimization technique. (Facebook, Inc. 
2020b.) 
The last phase is the unmounting phase when a component is removed from the DOM 
such as when we delete a component. componentWillUnmount() is called just before a 
component is removed from the DOM. This is the opportunity to do any kind of clean up: 
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the listener that was called can be removed before the component is removed. Other-
wise, there is a risk of memory leaks. (Facebook, Inc. 2020b.) 
5.2.4 JSX 
JSX stands for JS XML. React uses this HTML-like syntax to extend ECMAScript and 
allows this XML/HTML-like code to coexist with JS/React code. These HTML-like syn-
taxes ultimately get transformed into lightweight pure JS objects via Babel.JS which is 
understood by browsers. Like XML, JSX tags have a tag name, attributes and children. 
JSX is not mandatory when writing React applications. However, without JSX, it is painful 
to work with React. As shown in the figure below, the code using JSX on the left is clearer 
and more elegant than the pure JS code on the right. 
 
Figure 7. An example of code with and without using JSX 
5.3 Redux 
When the application grows larger and has several big components, managing individual 
component’s state is difficult and messy. In that case, a state manager will become 
handy and Redux is one of them. Any frameworks can work with Redux such as React, 
Angular or Ember. Redux has three main foundations: 
1. Store: holds all the states of the application.  
2. Action Creator: plain JS objects describe what happened. 
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3. Reducers: explains what to do when the state changes.  (Banks and Porcello 
2017.) 
 
 
Figure 8. Redux Data Flow (Geary 2016) 
As the figure above shows, the Redux store includes the state and then sends the state 
to View which is basically a React component. Inside the component, for example, there 
may be a button that is clicked or a form that is going to be submitted. When the button 
is clicked, an action is created and passed to Action creators, which then dispatches the 
action to the Store. Reducers are pure functions that describe how the state of the appli-
cation should change with regard to that action. The reducers respond with a new state. 
The state is immutable so it cannot be modified so it is recreated as a new state. In turn, 
the new state is sent down to a component and the component will react accordingly to 
that state. (Fink 2016.) 
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6 Node.js 
6.1 Introduction to Node.js 
Node.js is an open source and cross-platform server environment that takes Google 
Chrome’s V8 engine to execute JS code outside of a browser (Cantelon, ym. 2014). 
Node is often utilized to create back-end services, also called APIs. Node is most suitable 
for developing real-time, data-intensive, super-fast and highly scalable back-end ser-
vices which powers the client applications.  
Additionally, it is not difficult to learn to use Node.js and it could be utilized for prototyping 
and agile development. Huge multinational conglomerates such as Pay Pal, Netflix, Uber  
and Walmart are using Node.js in their production (Nag 2017). In addition, JS is used in 
Node applications so programmers with knowledge of JS in the front-end can easily re-
use the knowledge and convert to a full-stack developer. In that case, JS is utilized in 
both front-end and back-end. The codebase can become more consistent and cleaner. 
Finally, Node.js has the largest collection of free and open source frameworks and librar-
ies available to be used, so whenever the development needs more features or building 
blocks, there will be always some free libraries that can be utilized.  
6.2 Node.js’s performance 
Although Node was developed later than many of its competitors, Node is not an all-
around perfect option to replace other alternatives. In comparison to its other competi-
tors, the speed in which Node.js performs depends on the structure of the program. The 
same situation also happens with benchmark tests, when the performance of Node is up 
to the types of operations used in the tests.  
In 2013, PayPal conducted a benchmark test between Node.js and Java, the most pop-
ular programming language for decades, to decide which one is more suitable for their 
service. The criteria for the test was to have two separate teams to create the same 
functionality. The Java-based team used Java together with Spring while the other uti-
lized a Node-based build with Express (PayPal Engineering 2013). The figure below 
shows the results. 
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Figure 9. Results of the PayPal Node.js and Java benchmark test (PayPal Engineering 
2013) 
The results clearly show that Node.js increased the requests per second two-fold com-
pared to Java. Given the condition that the concurrency kept increasing, the gap only 
grew larger and more noticeable. In addition, PayPal also revealed that Node helped 
decrease the average response time by 35%, which resulted in the fact that the page 
was served 200 milliseconds faster (PayPal Engineering 2013).  
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6.3 Node architecture 
Before the coming of Node.js in 2009, JS was solely utilized to develop applications that 
ran inside a browser. Each browser had a JS engine that took JS code and converted it 
into machine code, which a computer could understand, examples being Chakra for In-
ternet Explorer, SpiderMonkey for Firefox and V8 for Chrome. Because of this variety of 
engine, JS code could behave differently from one browser to another. In 2009, Ryan 
Dahl, the creator of Node.js, came up with a working solution. He felt that it would be 
better to run JS outside of a browser. Therefore, Dahl took the V8 engine from Google, 
which was the fastest JS engine at the time, and embedded it inside a C++ program and 
named the combination Node.js (Dahl 2009). With the same logic as a browser, Node.js 
acts like a runtime environment for JS code and carries a JS engine which can run JS 
code. However, it also has certain objects providing an environment for JS code. The 
objects are different from the environment objects in a browser. Instead of having the 
document objects, Node contains other objects that give more interesting capabilities 
such as fs (used to work with filesystems) and http (lists the requests). (Cantelon, et al. 
2014.) 
Node.js also uses non-blocking architecture, which lets a single thread handle multiple 
requests. Whenever a request comes, Node.js uses this single thread to handle the re-
quest. It is not necessary for the thread to wait for the database to return data. During 
the time the database is running the query, the single thread serves another client. If the 
database prefers the result, it will put a message into an event queue. Node.js is con-
stantly keeping an eye on the queue in the background. Whenever there is an event in 
the queue, Node will take it out and process it. The design of this architecture turns 
Node.js into a good option for creating applications which include a sizeable amount of 
disk or network access. The applications can serve more clients without the need to 
deploy more hardware. That is the reason why the Node application is highly scalable. 
In contrast, Node is not advised to be used for CPU-intensive applications such as video 
encoding or an image manipulation service. These applications require several calcula-
tions executed by the CPU and a few of them to connect the file system or the network. 
When the single thread is serving a client that needs a high amount of calculation, other 
clients must wait. (Cantelon, et al. 2014.) 
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6.4 Node package manager (NPM) 
Every Node application has a package.json file that includes metadata about the appli-
cation. This includes the name of the application, its version, dependencies, etc. NPM is 
used to download and install 3rd-party packages from the NPM registry. NPM is basically 
a command-line tool as well as a registry for third-parties libraries that can be added to 
a Node application. There are currently about half a million building blocks on NPM and 
all of them are free and reusable code. These building blocks can be easily added to a 
Node application. All the installed packages and their dependencies are stored under 
the node_modules folders. This folder should be excluded from the source control. Node 
packages follow semantic versioning: major.minor.patch (npm, Inc. n.d.) 
Before any Node package is installed to an application, a file called package.json must 
be created. Package.json is a JSON file that includes some basic information about the 
application or project such as its name, its version, its author(s), the address of GitHub 
repository and its dependencies, etc. 
6.5 Node.JS event loop 
Typically, in the computer system, input and output are the most expensive operation. 
The system means to wait for the I/O operation to be completed and it is called blocking 
I/O and synchronous programming. They involve waiting time, which is usually the per-
formance bottleneck of the system. Node is a very high-performance server. What makes 
Node.JS so popular and different from others is that it has an event loop. It is a design 
that makes the execution fast. (Cantelon, et al. 2014.) 
First, Node performs a check to determine whether it should run an iteration of the event 
loop. The condition is that whenever there are one of three types of operations -   pending 
timer operations, pending operating system tasks and pending execution of long running 
operations - the event loop will start a new iteration as shown in the figure below. (Perry 
2018.) 
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Figure 10. The event loop of Node.js (Perry 2018) 
There are five steps that an event loop takes at every iteration. The first phase is called 
timers. By looking into its inner collection of pending timers, it will determine if there is 
any timeout ready to be called when its timer has expired. However, technically speaking, 
when timers are executed is controlled in the poll phase. Secondly, it finds if there are 
any pending OS tasks such as disk, network and child processes and does more man-
agement internally with those events and then calls the ready callbacks. Then it momen-
tarily stops to wait for new events such as a new timer or OS task completion. Fourthly, 
it goes on with the setImmediate() queue and calls any related functions that are ready. 
Finally, there is an internal phase where ‘close’ events are created to clean up the state 
of the application or open sockets. (Perry 2018.) 
At the end, it uses the reference counter to determine whether it should exit or keep 
going. Every time an operation starts, one reference is added to the reference counter. 
Then when the callbacks come, one reference is subtracted. If the reference counter is 
zero, then the event loop will exit. (Perry 2018.) 
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7 Implementation of the application 
7.1 User Interface 
The interface of the What to eat application  was developed entirely by React. When 
beginning to develop the React application structure for UI, the first step was to divide 
the application into many smaller parts. Splitting the application into multiple components 
has more advantages than creating one large component that only serves one purpose. 
A good application structure with well-splitting components boosts the rate of reusing 
and repeating components, eliminates code repetition, and provides better unit testing. 
As shown in the figure below, the main page of the application’s UX design is separated 
into components. 
 
Figure 11. Design of the application’s main page 
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In a React application, the largest component, usually called App.js, appears as the first 
container. It contains all other components and attaches them to the root node of DOM 
. In the What to eat application, App.js wraps all child components as shown in the dia-
gram below.  
 
Figure 12. A tree diagram illustrating the React components used in the interface 
After considering the application’s functionality, the following interfaces were built: 
-The login/signup page containing a form for users to fill in their username and password. 
-The profile page keeping basic details of users and allowing them to edit the information. 
-The main page offering a range of restaurant choices. Users will be offered a pair of 
choices and they keep picking until there is only one choice left.    
The client side of the application is contained in the ’views’ folder. From this folder, HTML 
templates are rendered to the browser and information is displayed to the client. The 
figure below shows the structure of the ‘views’ folder. It is divided into sub-folders con-
taining each component of the application.  
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Figure 13. Views folder 
Inside the Container folder, the restaurant.js file is in charge of rendering the content of 
the main page. The figure below shows the dashboard menu of the application. 
 
Figure 14. Screenshot of the dashboard menu. 
The restaurant.js file will offer a restaurant choice whenever users click the ‘next option’ 
button. After finalizing an option, users can click either two directions button and then the 
application will show the directions from wherever the users are to the chosen restaurant 
thanks to Google API. In addition, the users can save their choice for later by the ‘Add to 
favorites’ button.  
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7.2 Database 
The application uses the Cloud Firestore database, which is a managed service from 
Firebase. For initializing and connecting to the database, Firebase is imported to the 
base.js file and then it is automatically included in the bundled JS file. By typing fire-
base.initializeApp() and providing configuration from the Firebase console, React is 
now ready to get to work with Cloud Firestore. 
Cloud Firestore is a flexible and scalable NoSQL cloud database for web, mobile and 
server development from Firebase and Google Cloud Platform. Through real-time lis-
teners, Cloud Firestore stores and keeps data in sync across client applications. It also 
provides offline assistance to both mobile and web applications. This feature allows en-
gineers to build responsive applications that work continuously despite network latency 
or Internet connectivity. Smooth integration with other products from Firebase and 
Google Cloud Platform is also offered by Cloud Firestore. 
7.3 Authentication and authorization 
Authentication is the process of identifying if the user is who they claim they are. When 
a user is logging in, their username and password are sent to the server and the server 
authenticates them. Authorization is determining if the user has the right permission to 
perform the given operation. In the What to eat application, the goal is that only authen-
ticated users can perform operations that modify data. If the user is anonymous or they 
are not logged in, they can only read data from certain endpoints. If the user wants to 
create their own list of favorite choices or update their preference, they have to be au-
thenticated first. As an additional security feature, only admin users can delete data. 
This is the second level of authorization.  
The application uses the solution from Firebase Authentication for authenticating. 
Backend services, SDKs, and UI libraries to authenticate users are all provided by Fire-
base Authentication. A wide range of authentication methods from passwords, phone 
numbers to popular federated identity providers such as Facebook, Google and Twitter 
are supported.  
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Figure 15. The interface of Firebase Authentication used in the application. 
The figure above shows the user-friendly interface of Firebase. Users’ usernames and 
passwords are displayed clearly and can be edited without any difficulty. By designing 
this attractive and easy-to-use front-end application, Firebase eases the work of a data-
base developer and makes data management more efficient.  
7.3.1 User signup 
First, a new user needs to create an account to start using the service. The sign-up form 
requires users to submit their email and password. Since the form stores only two values, 
it is built by a simple stateless component, illustrated in the figure below. 
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Figure 16. A stateless component being used to create the sign-up form. 
An event is attached to the sign-up button to handle new users. The method createUser-
WithEmailAndPassword() allows users to create new accounts and also to log  in. 
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Figure 17. Handling of sign-up event 
7.3.2 User authentication 
Another form for log in was built to verify login attempts to and from Firebase. Similar to 
the sign-up form, the log-in form was also created by a stateless component.  
To log a user in with an email and password, the signInWithEmailAndPassword() method 
can be called. This method will sign in an existing user and return a promise that can 
asynchronously resolve the user. Since it is a promise, it will resolve the user’s data only 
one time.  
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Figure 18. Handling of log-in events 
To monitor the authentication state, a different method named onAuthStateChanged() is 
used in componentDidMount(). componentDidMount() is a great place for the real-time 
database. If the listeners are set up in componentDidMount(), an initial set of data is 
allowed to be set and the data is asynchronously downloaded from the real-time data-
base and then is rendered to the DOM. 
The method onAuthStateChanged() takes in a callback and this callback fires off every 
single time the authentication state changes. A user logging in or logging out will always 
trigger this callback function. In the case that a user logs in, the user parameter will be 
populated with the current user’s information. If the user logs out, the user parameter will 
be null.  
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Figure 19. Implementation of the onAuthStateChanged() method 
7.4 Server 
When the Express module is loaded, it will return a top-level function and it is named 
’express’ by convention. This function returns an object of the Express type named ‘app’ 
. This app object has several useful methods such as get(), post(), put() and delete(). 
The get method is used to implement a couple of endpoints that respond to an HTTP 
request. This method takes two arguments. The first argument is the path or the URL. 
The second argument is a callback function that will be called when there is an HTTP 
request to the endpoint defined in the first argument. The callback function should have 
two arguments: req(request) and res(respond). Whenever there is an HTTP get request 
to the hello page, the res object will return a ‘Hello from Express’ message. 
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Figure 20. Implementation of the server 
As shown in the figure above, to listen on a given port, app.listen() is called.  
7.5 Directions API 
After choosing the restaurant, the route from the client’s current position to the restaurant 
of their choice will be shown. To implement this function, Google’s Directions API is used 
to show directions between locations. Many types of transportation are provided such as 
public transit or cycling, walking and driving.  
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The directions API can be accessed through an HTTP interface. The requests are con-
structed as a URL string. Text strings or latitude/longitude coordinates can be used to 
identify the locations, along with the API key. The request can be simply tested by enter-
ing the URL directly into a browser. If the URL is correct, after calculating directions, the 
API will return the most efficient route.  
 
Figure 21. The directions API showing directions from the current position of a client to a 
restaurant of their choice. 
When showing the directions, the applications offers two choices for clients. If the current 
position is provided, the directions will be shown as in the figure above. However, if the 
current position is not provided or cannot be located, the origin will be left empty for 
clients to fill in on their own.  
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8 Conclusion 
The main objective of this final year project was to develop a food application based on 
full stack JS. Therefore, it gives technical details about the application and analyzes each 
component of the stack under the hood. Other relevant plugins are also mentioned and 
explained throughout the thesis. A great deal of time was spent to explore how full stack 
JS works. In particular, each component of the full stack technology used in the project 
was studied: Firebase, Express, React and Node were carefully examined. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each component were analyzed and compared to other 
alternatives.  
JS was chosen for this project because it is one of the best languages for building web 
applications because of its large ecosystem. JS alone can provide all the components 
necessary for web development such as Node.js and Express.js for the back end, React 
and Angular for the client side, and MongoDB or Firebase for the database. In addition, 
a wide variety of open source libraries and frameworks from Node.js offers more choices 
for web developers and lets them expand the Node.js services easily. Moreover, the 
evolution of JS with new features and ECMAScript added every year demonstrates that 
it has a bright future ahead.   
After the first development phase, the What to eat application could provide basic fea-
tures such as choosing a restaurant and showing directions. The application was tested 
by a small number of real users and their feedback was positive. The application is at 
the beginning stage and still under development. Based on the feedback collected, many 
features may be added in the future. The application satisfies the goal set for it in the 
beginning. The idea behind the application is great and really solves a problem for food 
lovers. In the future, hopefully it will get the attention and picks up some decent invest-
ment to make it a successful product.  
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